controls , focusing only on the dipolar excitations and interferences only, with the roles of higher-order multipoles neglected; 7, 9, [25] [26] [27] 32, 34, 35, 38 (ii) In some studied configurations, the higher-order multipoles could be present and play an indispensable role, which have not been unambiguously identified or studied so far; 30, 31, 33, 36, 37 (iii) Due to the coherent lattice couplings, the magnitudes and phases of the multipoles excited within each unit cell of a lattice could be significantly different from those of an isolated particle (or particle cluster)
that makes the unit cell. Nevertheless, the studies of effects of lattice couplings on multipolar excitations and interferences have been sketchy, especially when higher-order multipoles are present. Only by overcoming such obstacles one can take the full advantages of joint effects of lattice couplings and multipolar interferences to render a new strong impetus for the further developments of related fields of nanophotonics.
In this work, we analytically study wave scattering by one-dimensional (1D) arrays of high-index dielectric cylinders. Both diffractionless regime of metasurfaces with subwavelength unit cells and diffractive metagratings with unit cell of sizes comparable or larger than the incident wavelength are investigated. Here we have considered interferences between not only the electric and magnetic dipoles, but also their higher-order counterparts.
In such single-layered metalattices, we have obtained fine controls of optical waves, including perfect transmission, perfect reflection, and large-angle beam steering with high efficiencies. Through detailed and comprehensive analysis on the effects of lattice couplings on the multipolar excitation efficiencies of each cylinder, we reveal that all demonstrated beam manipulations can be attributed to the interplays between lattice couplings and multipolar interferences, where the induced highly asymmetric angular scattering patterns of each unit cell play an essential role. Basically, such a simple 1D metalattice allows to tackle all the aforementioned problems, and to establish a much broader and more inclusive framework for multipolar-interference-induced controls of optical wave propagations, which can potentially incubate lots of extra metasurface and metagrating related fundamental studies and applications. metalattice consisting of dielectric cylinders of refractive index n (set as n = 3.6 throughout this work), radius R and periodicity d. The angle of incidence is Φ and the wave can be p-or s-polarized.
The metalattice can function as a metasurface without any extra diffractions (main panel) or as a metagrating with emergent diffractions (see inset; R −1 and T −1 denote respectively reflection and transmission of order −1). (b) and (c) show the normalized scattering spectra contributed separately by the electric and magnetic multipoles (up to octupoles) excited with p-and s-polarized waves, respectively. The solid and dashed curves correspond to multipoles of electric and magnetic natures, respectively.
Results and Discussions
Theory for light propagation through 1D metalattices
In Fig. 1(a) we show the schematic of the 1D metalattice with incident light illumination.
It consists of a periodic array of cylinders (radius R, and refractive index n which is set as n = 3.6 throughout this work) with period d along y direction. The incident plane wave with in-plane wavevector k (in the x − y plane: k⊥z) can be s-polarized (electric field along z direction: E 0 z) or p-polarized (magnetic field along z direction:
with incident angle Φ and free-space wavelength λ. We investigate the regimes of both diffractionless metasurfaces [with only zeroth order transmission and reflection as shown in Fig. 1 Based on the multiple scattering theory, [42] [43] [44] the optical properties of the metalattice shown in Fig. 1 (a) can be obtained through direct analytical calculations. Similar to an isolated cylinder, the scattered fields of the cylinder within the metalattice (lattice-cylinder) can be also expanded into a set of cylindrical harmonics. Ifȃ Perfect transmission and reflection in the metasurface regime than at C (including dipoles only). As a result, the field enhancement is more significant at D, while negligible at C, which agrees well with the former classifications of nontrivial and trivial transparencies. Fig. 2(a) . The results from the ED approximation and EQ approximation are also shown as dashed curves, respectively. Two points of perfect transmission (III and IV) with obliquely incident waves are also indicated. Magnitudes of the multipolar excitation efficiencies at those two points are shown respectively in (c) and (d).
regimes neglecting the roles of higher-order multipoles (see e.g., Refs. ). Actually, this mistake originated from an earlier related work from the same group, 38 for which we will provide full clarifications below in
Figs. 6 (c)-(c ).
As has been demonstrated explicitly in Fig. 4(c) , there are simultaneously efficient MD excitations; and in Fig. 4(a) , by neglecting the contributions from MD the correct results of perfect reflectivity will not be obtained.
Up to now, we have obtained both perfect transmission and perfect reflection with incident p-polarized waves, which we will show are also achievable for s-polarized waves. in Fig. 5(a) and the insets, at points G-K with obliquely incident waves, the spectra and angular scattering patterns (more specifically zero or nonzero scattering at the reflection directions with the perfect transmission or reflection) agree with each other very well.
Diffraction management in the metagrating regime
Now we switch to the metagrating regimes with Φ ≥ Φ c = arcsin(λ/d − 1) (here Φ c is the critical angle for the emergence of diffraction of higher orders beyond zeroth order transmission and reflection), where at least reflection and transmission of order −1 will arise [shown as the inset of Fig. 1(a) ]. Compared to the metasurface regime without extra higher-order diffractions, now it is more challenging to manipulate the optical waves since in the metagrating regimes there are at least four rather than two out-coupling channels. We define the polar angle θ ∈ (−π, π] on the x − y plane [see the inset of Fig. 1(a) ], and then it is easy to obtain the corresponding polar angles for all the four channels as follows: θ T 0 = Φ,
We start with p-polarized incident waves and show the diffraction spectra with respect to incident angle Φ in Fig. 6(a) 
. We note that for gradient metasurfaces it is rather challenging to obtain simultaneously such large bending angle and high efficiency. In contrast to previous studies that are limited to p-polarized incident waves (see e.g.,
Refs
. 29, 38 ), we further demonstrate that such large-angle high-efficiency beam steering is also achievable for s-polarized waves. The related spectra with d = 5.1R and λ = 6.24R is shown in Fig. 7(a) , and with d = 5.1R and λ = 5.78R in Fig. 7(b) . A point VII (Φ VII = 65
• , Fig. 7(a) , where the zeroth order transmission and reflection can be totally suppressed, with only the higher-order diffractions being present. For example, close to 70% of the incident wave has been bent by approximately 83.5 Fig. 7(a) ]. In contrast, at indicated point VIII Fig. 7(b) , not only the diffractions of order −1 have been significantly suppressed but also the zeroth order reflection has been totally eliminated. As a result, the metagrating at point VIII is almost transparent, with employ asymmetric configurations is to produce highly asymmetric scattering patters. In contrast, we have demonstrated that when the interplay between the lattice coupling and full multipolar interferences is carefully engineered, a basic symmetric and homogeneous particle as the each unit cell would be more than sufficient to generate the asymmetric angular scattering patterns that are required for many sorts of metalattice-based beam controls.
Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, in this work we have shown explicitly through analytical studies that by carefully manipulating the interplays between multipolar interferences and lattice couplings, highly efficient beam steering can be obtained with rather simple metalattice configurations.
Specifically, we investigated light beam scattering through 1D metalattices consisting of high-index dielectric cylinders, covering both the regimes of diffractionless metasurfaces and diffractive metagratings. It is revealed that the lattice couplings have strong effect on the multipolar excitation efficiencies (including both fundamental zeroth order and higher order electric and magnetic multipoles) of the lattice-cylinders coupled to one another, which results in highly asymmetric scattering patterns and thus enables efficient beam manipulations including perfect reflection, perfect transmission and large-angle beam steering.
We note that in this present work we have confined our study to the simplest case of 1D metalattices consisting of the fundamental homogeneous cylindrical particles. Similar investigations can certainly be extended to 2D metalattices made of spheres, and other homogeneous or inhomogeneous particles of irregular shapes with possibly more higher-order diffractions. Considering that photonic dielectric structures are fully scalable, the conclusions we draw hold for various spectral regimes. At the same time, the principles revealed can certainly be extended from periodic lattices to quasi-periodic or random lattices. It would thus be even more promising when all the effects including lattice couplings, multipolar interferences, photonic bandgaps (periodic structures) or Anderson localization (random structures), topological effects and so on are combined, through integrating metalattices with the emerging families of 2D materials and/or topological structures, which can potentially stimulate more exotic fundamental studies and more advanced and sophisticated applications in both classical and quantum optics regimes.
Methods

Scattering by an isolated cylinder
For an individual cylinder with a perpendicularly incident plane wave (propagation direction perpendicular to cylinder axis), the scattering cross section normalized by the single channel scattering limit 2λ/π is:
where a p,s m are the scattering coefficients for p-and s-polarized incident waves respectively, which can be calculated analytically as follows: 
Here J and H are respectively the first-kind Bessel and Hankel functions; α is the normalized size parameter α = kR; and the accompanying primes indicate their differentiation with respect to the entire argument.
Optical properties of the 1D metalattice
According to the multiple scattering theory, 43ȃp,s m is related to a p,s m through:
where I is the identity matrix; T ml = −δ ml a 
which can be more efficiently calculated through its integral form. 43 Through solving Eq. (4) with Eq. (5), the field expansion coefficientsȃ p,s m can be obtained. In a similar way, through implementing the boundary conditions, the field expansion coefficients inside the cylinders can be also obtained, 62 and thus the fields both inside and outside of the cylinders can be directly calculated. The angular scattering pattern (in terms of field intensity)Γ(θ) for the lattice-cylinder can be expressed as:
and the angular scattering patterns for isolated cylinders Γ(θ) can be directly obtained by For the whole metalattice, the reflection and transmission of the v th diffraction order can be expressed as: 
where v is the diffraction order, and v = 0 corresponds to fundamental zeroth order reflection and transmission [see Fig. 1 (a) and the inset]; k y = k sin Φ and k yv = k y + 2vπ/d; k xv = (k 2 − k 2 yv ) −1/2 ; The forward zeroth order transmission consists of both scattered and incident waves, as a result there is an extra term δ 0v for T p,s 0 (Φ). It is worth nothing that Eqs. (7) and (8) 
